
How to Lead the Dances of Universal Peace: A
Guide for Everyone
The Dances of Universal Peace are a collection of simple, joyful dances
that promote peace and understanding. They are danced in circles, with
people of all ages and abilities participating. The dances are easy to learn
and can be adapted to any setting. They are a great way to bring people
together, build community, and create a more peaceful world.
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This book is a comprehensive guide to leading the Dances of Universal
Peace. It includes everything you need to know to get started, from the
basic steps to the more advanced techniques. The book also includes a
variety of resources, such as music, videos, and lesson plans.

Whether you are a new or experienced leader, this book will help you to
lead the Dances of Universal Peace with confidence and joy. It is a
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valuable resource for anyone who wants to use the dances to promote
peace and understanding in their community.
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Chapter 1: to the Dances of Universal Peace

The Dances of Universal Peace were created by Samuel Lewis, a Sufi
mystic and peace activist. Lewis began teaching the dances in the 1960s
as a way to bring people together and promote peace. The dances quickly
spread around the world, and today they are danced in over 100 countries.

The Dances of Universal Peace are based on the principles of love,
compassion, and understanding. They are designed to help people to
connect with each other and with their own inner peace. The dances are
also a great way to exercise and have fun.

Chapter 2: Basic Steps and Formations

The Dances of Universal Peace are a simple and easy-to-learn form of
dance. The basic steps are the same for all of the dances, and the
formations are also relatively simple. This chapter will teach you the basic
steps and formations so that you can start leading the dances right away.



The basic steps are the step-close, the grapevine, and the turn. The step-
close is a simple step where you step forward with one foot and then close
the other foot behind it. The grapevine is a side-to-side step where you step
to the side with one foot and then cross the other foot behind it. The turn is
a simple turn where you pivot on one foot and turn your body around.

The basic formations are the circle, the line, and the square. The circle is
the most common formation, and it is used for most of the dances. The line
is also a common formation, and it is used for some of the faster dances.
The square is less common, but it is used for some of the more complex
dances.

Chapter 3: Leading the Dances

Once you have mastered the basic steps and formations, you are ready to
start leading the dances. Leading the dances is a fun and rewarding
experience, and it is a great way to share the Dances of Universal Peace
with others.

To lead the dances, you will need to first learn the music and the words to
the songs. You will also need to practice leading the dances so that you
can become familiar with the steps and formations. Once you are
comfortable leading the dances, you can start teaching them to others.

Here are some tips for leading the Dances of Universal Peace:

Be clear and concise in your instructions.

Be patient and encouraging.

Have fun and let the dances flow.



Chapter 4: Advanced Techniques

Once you have mastered the basics of leading the Dances of Universal
Peace, you may want to learn some more advanced techniques. These
techniques can help you to add variety to your dances and make them
more enjoyable for participants.

Some of the advanced techniques that you can learn include:

Improvisation

Choreography

Teaching the dances to others

Chapter 5: Resources

This book is a valuable resource for anyone who wants to lead the Dances
of Universal Peace. However, there are also many other resources
available online and in print. Here are some of the resources that you may
find helpful:

The Dances of Universal Peace website:
https://www.dancesofuniversalpeace.org/

The Dances of Universal Peace Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/TheDancesofUniversalPeace/

The Dances of Universal Peace YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheDancesofUniversalPeace

I hope that this book has helped you to learn more about the Dances of
Universal Peace. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.



I am always happy to help.

Lead the Dances of Universal Peace and help to create a more peaceful
world.
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